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Abstract. Regional trade cooperation has become an important component of construction industry due to the Free Trade Agreement. This segment of the market presents many
challenges for construction firms. Establishing suitable international partnering relations
is an effective strategy for adapting to the additional unpredictability of international
markets. This research integrates the Balanced Scorecard system with Fuzzy Analytic
Hierarchy Process for comprehensive and quantitative evaluation of the relevant bilateral
cooperation. Commercial cooperation across the Taiwan Strait is selected as a case study
for determining the evaluating methodology. After examining data from Chinese firms,
12 factors for partner selection are identified. The factors are compared with practical
conditions of worldwide and local markets to establish their viability. The methodology
provides a framework for evaluating potential partners when attempting to enter foreign
markets. Additionally, it identifies critical factors for developing optimal market entrance
strategies, contracts, and risk management; results can also be golcally (globally and locally) tailored to promote the efficiency of international cooperation.
Keywords: partnering relationship, Balanced Scorecard, Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process, Chinese construction market, Taiwan, contractor, regional economic.
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Introduction
In 2010, through quick and massive economic development China became the largest
construction market (Betts et al. 2011; Chao 2011). However, many international construction companies wanting to enter China’s construction market face strict policies
protecting domestic companies. For example, some foreign firms overcame the difficult
Copyright © 2016 Vilnius Gediminas Technical University (VGTU) Press
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requirements for setting up construction or design operations and compete directly with
Chinese construction companies by forming project management consultancy firms that
did not need a qualification from the MOC (Ministry of Construction) (Wallack 2005).
Therefore there are a few mega-projects opening for international investment through
Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) contracts or projects with special technical requirements,
such as power plants, sewage treatment plants, and high-tech factories (Chao 2011).
Moreover, there also are experience, personnel, limits to scope of work and capitalisation requirements to be met by the FIE (Foreign-Invested Enterprises) (Wallack 2005),
all of which has limited the percentage of FIE contractors in China to 0.84% (NBSC
2014).
P.R.C. (People’s Republic of China) and Taiwan signed the ECFA (Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement) in 2010. Moreover, P.R.C. had claimed the regional cooperating policy of “Silk Road Economic Belt” and the “21st Century Maritime Silk Road”
in 2014. Thus there is a greater possibility of opening their construction markets to each
other. The Chinese government indicated that as of 2009 the West Straits Special Economic Zone had a more flexible policy for commercial affairs with Taiwan. Although
Taiwan’s construction companies have some advantages, such as a similar language and
cultural background, and are located in the same economic region, they still lack the
necessary investment information. In order to reduce the difficulty of entering China’s
market, this study first reviews the literature related to the investment environment of
China (Gunhan, Arditi 2005; Ling et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2008; Xu et al. 2005), and then
concludes that the use of the Strategic Alliance to cooperate with local construction
companies is a feasible method to start a business in China. Due to the strict policies
protecting domestic companies, the key to entering China’s construction market is to
cooperate with local companies. A previous study proposed the incentive of strategic
partnering in China from a construction companies’ point of view (Lu, Yan 2007). It
proved that the willingness of host national companies was an important factor for successful partnering. The study also pointed out that profit is the most important factor
influencing the willingness of partnering from the part of the respondents. However,
there is still a lack of knowledge concerning the key factors in successful partnering
during the pairing phase. Such knowledge will be beneficial if such a study can provide
information on the demand on cooperation on the host country’s companies.
This study utilises the Balanced Scorecard (BSC) as a framework to build the cooperative structure for organisations to improve their competitive ability, then it uses a
questionnaire survey to determine the initial impact factors involving a partnering relationship (PR) between Taiwan’s construction companies and China’s local companies.
Although the BSC is a useful tool for analysing and summarise the list of metrics, it
lacks the quantifying ability to prioritise these factors. Therefore, the second step of
this study is to quantify the factors through another questionnaire survey involving the
companies of the host country, and then to identify the key factors by the Fuzzy Analytic
Hierarchy Process (FAHP). These factors can be a reference for companies of the host
country selecting cooperative partners when entering the construction market in China.
A comparison between the results and the practical situation is also discussed.
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1. Partnering relationship in construction
The PR is based upon trust, dedication to common goals, and having an understanding
of each other’s individual expectations and values. Expected benefits include improved
efficiency and cost-effectiveness, increased opportunity for innovation, and the continuous improvement of quality products and services.
Some studies have discussed the successful factors and characteristics of construction
partnering (Cheng et al. 2000; Cheng, Li 2002; Mohr, Spekman 1994). Cheng et al.
(2014) proved that PR development has a positive influence on construction project
performance.
Li et al. (2001) cited that successful PR is based on a complementary resources perspective. This can enhance the competitive ability of a collaborating organisation. Other
research studies focus on building alliances and collaborations to penetrate international
markets, such as in China (Xu et al. 2005). Cheng and Li (2002) investigated the relationship between success factors and the construction partnering process. Ozorhon et al.
(2011) proposed a multidimensional model for measuring international joint venture
performance. These studies show how important the PR is in the construction industry.
While much knowledge has been collected on the adoption and evaluation of the PR in
the construction industry, little is known about the appropriate partner selection resulting
from the complementary resources perspective.
In the initial stage of a cooperative project, it is difficult to evaluate which partner has
a higher degree of fitness. The degree to which a partner fits into two main manifestations depends on the strategic and operational fit for capturing the common concepts
and concern with the similarity between partners. Lewis (1990) provided an evaluation standard that includes three major categories for the selecting partner: combined
strength, compatibility, and commitment. This study was based on the assumption that
the Chinese local partner evaluates the potential partner without issues of commitment
in the pairing phase. It utilized the category concept from Lewis’ (1990) and Morris
and Cadogan’s (2001) studies to develop the success partnering factors for selecting
Chinese local partners.

2. Balanced scorecard and the first survey
BSC is a strategic performance management tool. The original thinking behind BSC
was for it to focus on information related to the implementation of a strategy. BSC
was utilised to transfer strategy and targets into a standard for an organisation’s performance. Actually executing those strategies may ensure that the organisation will achieve
excellent performance (Kaplan, Norton 1996; Abdullah et al. 2013). Not surprisingly,
over time there has been a blurring of the boundaries between conventional strategic
planning and control activities and those required to design a BSC. It is proposed that
companies have to involve both sides of the operating management from internal and
external environments.
There are few related researches of BSC in construction. For example, Kagioglou et al.
(2001) had developed a conceptual framework for evaluating contractors’ project per1009
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formance by BSC approach. A partnering organization can be treated as a company.
Therefore, Lo et al. (2006) has proposed that utilized BSC to measure performance of
partnering projects.
To achieve excellent performance of construction project, the future partnering organisation must have the terms which develop from BSC approach. Therefore, the terms are
an important evaluating reference for the partner selection of contractor. According to
this rule of BSC and from the point of view of an organisation’s competition strategy,
this study summarised 22 factors from previous studies which were related to a successful cooperative strategy in the of construction market in China (Ling et al. 2006;
Lu et al. 2008). This research categorised those factors into four perspectives of BCS
as our initial evaluation measures for the first survey. The objective of the survey is to
identify which factors are important for partnering in the construction industry between
Taiwan and China in regional economic communities. This study utilised the wellknown five-level Likert scale to design the questionnaire. The questionnaire defined that
“highly important” gets a score of 5, “important” 4, “normal” 3, “less important” 2, and
“unimportant” 1. The questionnaire developed was used to interview 129 companies,
which included 85 contractors and 44 consulting firms in the Taiwan Straits West Coast
Table 1. Statistical results of the preliminary questionnaire survey
Perspective

Financial

Customer

Internal
Business
Processes

Learning
and Growth

Factors

Mean

Investment ability
Price fluctuation resistibility
Financing ability
Stable cash flow
Cost management
Flexibility of change order
Enterprise image and culture
Relationship with government departments
Relationship with owners
Contract management
Cultural difference with potential partners
Similar strategy to potential partners
Availability of materials and equipment
Relationship with subcontractors
Information management
Communication and coordination between functional departments
Project schedule and time management
Interaction between management and general staffs
Technology innovation ability
Complementary technology
Sustainable development of technology
Capacity of human resource

*2.54
*2.04
*1.87
1.56
1.32
*1.81
1.64
1.44
1.34
1.30
*2.24
*1.98
*1.87
*1.73
*1.72
1.65
1.53
1.51
*1.82
*1.77
*1.73
1.42

Note: *denotes a key factor.
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Economic Zone in China. The turnover of the interviewed companies ranged from 100
million United States Dollars (USD) to 200 million USD. The statistical results of the
survey are shown in Table1. The average mean of the factors is 1.72, and the standard
deviation of the interval is 0.04. According to Table 1, the mean value of the “Communication and coordination among functional departments” factor is 0.07, lower than the
“Information management” factor, which means it is outside the standard deviation of
the survey. Therefore, the 12 factors with mean values higher than 1.72 were identified
as important factors in the preliminary survey.
3. Fuzzy Analysis Hierarchy Process (FAHP) survey
The next step was to develop another questionnaire based on FAHP for the second
stage survey. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is an extensively-used multi-criteria
decision-making method (Saaty 1978). The main advantage of AHP is the relative ease
with which it handles multiple criteria. The methodology of AHP is easy to understand
and it can effectively handle both qualitative and quantitative data. Although the purpose
of AHP is to capture expert’s knowledge, conventional AHPs cannot reflect the human
reasoning process. The fuzzy extension of AHP was developed to solve hierarchical
problems (Saaty 1978; Samvedi et al. 2013). FAHP has the following superior functions: it can solve problems that are difficult to describe using traditional quantitative
methods; it can clarify the fuzzy recognition of factors evaluation from those experts
who has filled the questionnaire and will not reject any of the respondents’ special concepts; and it can also provide a flexible reference for a decision by a group of experts
(Banai-Kashani 1990).
The FAHP survey in this study targeted the same 129 companies as the BSC survey,
and 129 questionnaires were distributed to their headquarters. Within a month, 94 valid
responses (there were 71 contractors and 23 consulting in the host country) were returned, which constituted a response rate of 73%. We then utilised the FAHP to analyse
those responses. The first step outlines the extent of the analysis using FAHP, and then
this method is applied to the factor selection problem (Mahmoodzadeh et al. 2007).
As mentioned previously, the FAHP of this study is focused on the integration of the
knowledge of experts. The study utilised the fuzzy sets in the computing process of
the AHP, which replaced the crisp values of the comparison matrix. The computing
processes can be described as follows:
Step1: Defining the fuzzy sets of the importance score of goal key factors.
This study utilised a questionnaire to obtain the importance score for the key factors of
successful partnering from a pair-wise comparison by experts:

(

)

Let Ai j = li j , mij , uij ,

(1)

where: Ai j – the fuzzy sets of the importance score; n – the number of key factors; i –
the ith goal of the key factors of successful partnering i = 1 to n; j – the jth comparison
of key factors of successful partnering i = 1 to n; li j – the value of lower boundary of
the importance score; mij – the value of the middle boundary of the importance score;
uij – the value of the upper boundary of the importance score.
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The study defined the importance score of the lowest boundary of the fuzzy set using
the lowest value that the ith goal of the key factors of successful partnering as evaluated
by a questionnaire to the experts. The equation for the lowest boundary is:
li j = min sij .

(2)

j =1 to n

The study defined the importance score of the mid value of the fuzzy set using the hyper
average value that the i th goal of the key factors of successful partnering which was
evaluated from expert feedback. The equation for the mid value is:
1

n

mij = (∏ sij ) n .

(3)

j =1

The study defined the importance score of the fuzzy set highest boundary using the lowest value that the i th goal of key factors of successful partnering which was evaluated
from expert feedback. The equation for the highest boundary is:
uij = max sij .

(4)

j =1 to n

Step 2: Normalise the boundary value of fuzzy sets of importance score.
The study utilised the following equations before the next step to defuzzify the fuzzy
sets of the importance score. The equations to normalise the boundary value are:
li j

li' j =

1
 2

;

(5)


j 
j
 ∑ ui  ×  ∑ li  
=
  i 1  
 i 1 =
n

n

mi' j =

mij

n

∑ mi

j

;

(6)

i =1

u ' ij

ui'

=

1
 2

.

(7)


j 
j
 ∑ ui  ×  ∑ li  
=
  i 1  
 i 1 =
n

n

Step 3: Defuzzifying the fuzzy set of the importance score.
The study utilised the centre of gravity defuzzification method to defuzzify the equation and compute the fuzzy number of the importance score. The defuzzifying number
is calculated as:
 u ' j − l ' i + m' j − l ' i 
i
i 
i
 i
 + l' j ,
j
=
DFi
(8)
i
3
where: DFi j – the fuzzy number of the importance score.

(

) (

)

Moreover, DFi j needs to be normalised before the subsequent computing process of
the original AHP. The equation is as follows:
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DFi' j =

DFi j

n

∑ DFi

j

.

(9)

i =1

Step 4: Weight computation process by the original AHP.
The above-mentioned result of DFi j was utilised to replace the crisp value for the computation of the original AHP. In this step, this study computed the importance weight
through the process as follows: build a matrix of eigenvectors, compute the corresponding weight matrix, and compute the total weight matrix. Via the unity weight matrix,
the importance weights of the 12 key factors of successful partnering were obtained in
this study. Those equations are as follows:
for k = 1,2, …, n; k ≠ i, then the weight vector is given by:

{

W ' = DF1' , DF2' , ..., DFn'

}

T

,

(10)

where: W ' – the corresponding weight matrix of the key factors.
Moreover, this study confirmed the improvement of the FAHP over AHP by the consistency ratio (C.R.) (Saaty 1978). This proves the effect of knowledge integration of the
FAHP is more effective than that of the AHP’s.
Figure 1 gives the basic results from the use of FAHP in this study. The consistence degree is 0.04 and the CR is 0.03. Both numbers are qualified for the standards of Saaty’s

Identify the important factors of selecting cooperative partners in construction
industry in China

Goal

Criteria

Financial
perspective

Customer
perspective

Internal Business
Processes
perspective

Learning and
Growth
perspective

Alternative factors

Priority value

Weight

Ranking

Financing ability

0.4672

0.1092

2

Investment ability

0.3047

0.0712

4

Price ﬂuctuation resistibility

0.2281

0.0533

9

Flexibility of Change order

1.0000

0.2739

1

Relationship with subcontractors

0.2320

0.0593

7

Availability of materials and equipment

0.1764

0.0451

12

Information management

0.1977

0.0505

10

Similar strategy with potential partners

0.2101

0.0537

8

Culture diﬀerence with potential partners

0.1838

0.0470

11

Technology innovation ability

0.2962

0.0701

6

Technology complementary

0.4066

0.0963

3

Sustainable development of technology

0.2972

0.0703

5

Fig. 1. FAHP analysed results
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consistency test (Saaty 1978), and show that the result has a high consistency. According
to Figure 1, we can determine that the top three factors the interviewees care about are:
flexibility of change order, financing ability, and complementary technology. The result
gives us 12 significant factors that can be classified into four perspectives.

4. Factor comparison with practical conditions
In order to prove the feasibility of the factors that we provided, this chapter considers
a comparison of these factors with practical conditions. The comparison is divided into
two major perspectives: market-based and policy-based. We selected the top six factors;
these cover over 70% of the weight factors under consideration.
4.1. Market-based perspective comparison
Due to a lack of official statistical information on China’s construction industry, comparable information concerning China’s current construction market was gathered from
news reports, industry reports and Chinese government reports. A detailed comparison
of the factors and current market conditions in China and worldwide are as follows.
4.1.1. Flexibility of changes to orders
Flexibility in the face of changes to orders is the most important factor, which has the
highest weight (0.2739) among those factors. Changes often need to be made during
a construction project, and it is necessary for the owner to optimise benefits. However, changing orders sometimes causes severe challenges for construction companies.
Moselhi’s et al. (2005) study had proved that the major impact on labor productivity
was caused by the changing orders. Most contractors took responsibility for the costs
related to change orders. It is one of the major risks in construction projects in China
(Ke et al. 2010). For example, the China Railway Construction Corporation (CRCC)
faced a loss of around $640 million USD on the Mecca Light Rail Project in Saudi
Arabia because of significant changes to orders in 2010 (Construction Week 2011).
The reasons for the change orders in this case were: insufficient design drawing in the
bidding phase, broken commitment of support from the owner, and too many directions
by the owner, among others. These reasons are similar to those for order changes in the
majority of cases in China (Zou et al. 2007). Moreover, because technology is evolving
so rapidly, many designs become outdated during the actual construction process. The
contractor therefore has to take greater responsibility for design throughout the project
(Armstrong 2013).
Therefore, it would be beneficial for local companies in China if the cooperative partner
could either prevent change of orders from happening, or have greater flexibility in the
face of changes to orders. A company that has more flexibility with regard to changing
orders should be able to make clear plans and specifications as well as perform a comprehensive pre-bid site inspection. Another key ability to help companies prevent losses
from order changes includes a full understanding of contracts and billing.
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4.1.2. Financing ability
Financing is the second priority of the factors under consideration. Difficulty in obtaining bank loans is a major constraint for small contractors around the world (Keasey,
Watson 1994). A lack of understanding by financial institutions decreases the probability of gaining loan approvals for corporations of any size. The major implications
are that securing profitable projects in a competitive market is difficult, and inevitably
a decreased access to bank financing influences the construction industry. Nonetheless, 66.28% of the total capital used for construction projects is supplied by financial institutions (Price, Shawa 1997). The total debt to equity ratio is 48.8% (NBSC
2013). Moreover, the total debt of Chinese contractors reached over 752.2 billion USD
in 2012 (NBSC 2013). The major cause of this debt is the owners of the projects
(Fan 2015; Armstrong 2013). Both critical financial situations cause problems for construction companies. Consequently, a cooperative partner that is better able to provide
financing and financial management can help improve the performance of China’s local
companies.
4.1.3. Complementary technology
The complementary technology factor is also important for cooperative partners (Chang
et al. 2012). Additionally, Lu and Yan (2007) cited that Chinese contractors are more
likely to access technology through strategic partnering. Moreover, China has sufficient
human and material resources for complex construction projects, however it still lacks
the advanced technology and management skills for maintaining the consistent quality
of projects (Lu 2015). While complementary technology is one of the key factors for
improving the quality of construction projects, we need to know more about transferring technology from other partners. The factors of success for transferring technology
include the degree of a firm connectedness to value-creating partner (Liao, Phan 2015).
4.1.4. Investment ability
The average wage of a Chinese contractor was 21223 RMB/year in 2008, and the average wage is almost double in 2013 (NBSC 2014). Labour costs have risen in recent
years. For example, the labour cost per square metre was around 33 USD before 2010,
and rose to about 135USD per square metre in 2013. This has quadrupled the cost
compared with 2005 (BWCHINESE 2011; NBSC 2014). It means that the construction industry in China cannot depend on a traditional, large labour force and low-cost
methods to operate their construction projects. Companies should utilise exit strategies
to expand and operate their businesses in other fields.
Moreover, Chinese local contractors tended to involve the supply chain of development
industries because they provided higher profits than that of other industries (Fan 2015).
Therefore, investment ability is quite important to China’s local companies when selecting cooperative partners.
4.1.5. Sustainable development of technology
According to the new material industry investment analysis and prediction report from
2015 to 2019 from China Investment Consulting (CIC), the new material and technology development market has continued to grow, and will exceed 20 billion USD (CIC
1015
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2009). Not only does the market trend show the potential of the new material and
technology industries, but also the Chinese government supports these industries. This
information proves that the factor of sustainable development of technology ability is
important when selecting cooperative partners.
4.1.6. Technology innovation ability
Although in China construction companies have begun to utilise advanced technologies,
there is still a lack of management skills, such as professional inspection from owners
to improve the quality of projects (Fan 2015). Most small-to-medium sized construction contractors in China are run by family members, who usually lack the concept of
strategy management, operational management, and client management. Moreover, the
low educational level of construction workers and managers in China limits technology innovation. Additionally, Jiang and Li (2009) had proved that knowledge sharing,
knowledge creation and their interaction significantly contribute to partner firms’ innovative performance. It is essential for China’s construction companies to adopt new
technologies and management skills from cooperative partners.
4.2. Policy-based perspective comparison
It is significant that China’s economic policy now focuses on the industry perspective
(Lu 2015). The market economy and policy economy are accommodating. Additionally,
each regional economic area has different policies for encouraging investment from the
private sector and expanding investment. There are two major policies for encouraging
investment from the private sector. The first is to expand financing methods, such as
diversifying financing warranties, supporting multiple financing, expanding the scope
of investment, and adjusting the capital and debt ratio for projects (Xiamen Municipal
Government 2009). The second is that of preferential tax to encourage private sector investment. According to chapter four of China’s tax legislation, the scope of preferential
tax investment includes carbon emission reduction projects, environmental protection
related projects, energy and water saving projects, technology innovation, and financing
from private sectors (China Tax Laws 2007). These economic policies will encourage
local companies in China to improve their financing ability and adopt advanced technology and materials through cooperative partners.
Finally, to identify possible wider implications of the research results, the authors note
that the key factors of the flexibility of changing orders, financing ability, and investment ability are consistent with the results of a worldwide practical survey in the construction industry (Armstrong 2013). The comparable findings indicate that the results
of non-technology operating strategy by the BSC-based algorithm are applicable to a
wider pool of firms, and not restricted to the specific region studied.

Conclusions
In a rapidly-developing international construction market, a fruitful research for appropriate cooperative partners is an essential component of success.
However, there is a need for guidelines to guide companies that desire to select suitable
partners from among cross-border firms. This research provides a quantitative frame1016
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work for evaluating and selecting prospective cooperative partners through double
questionnaire surveys with both the BSC and FAHP methods. Moreover, the research
utilizes regional commercial cooperation across the Taiwanese strait as a case study for
the individual evaluating methodology. The resulting calculations give us 12 significant
factors, and the significant findings are taken from the top 6 critical factors.
We also conducted a comparison of the factors, which we summarised with reference to
practical conditions of worldwide and local markets to demonstrate the feasibility of the
study. The authors find that there are two sources of critical factors: the operating core
needs of common construction firms, and the individual environmental needs (policy
and finance etc.) of the local market. The results of the case study indicated that host
contractors’ needs are consistent with the core abilities of worldwide contractors and
the unfavorable conditions of host construction industry.
Through previously mentioned results and discussion, the authors found the following
associated theoretical implications:
1. Balancing weights between all perspectives of the research, the BSC has been verified as a proper evaluating framework for the operating requirements of ordinary
construction firms.
2. This study confirmed the superiority of the FAHP over AHP by the C.R. This
proves the consistency of data involving fuzzy sets is more effective than that
involving crisp numbers. When the experts’ options are hard to clearly describe
for the evaluation of BSC, the FAHP is a proper tool for the BSC.
3. The construction industry always hinges on the issue of technology. This study
demonstrated that contractors need more than just technology; they also need also
important complementary and immediate abilities to adapt to new market conditions.
4. Responsiveness and flexibility in the face of changes to orders is the most important factor for construction organizations; that means the ability to react rapidly to
changing specifications of mega project is the vital core competency of construction firms.
5. Through the “financing ability” factor, the authors find that the host contractor
cannot always secure sufficient funding through loans, and therefore needs foreign partners who can secure additional loans to expand the scale of international
contracting of engineering.
Additionally, there are some related issues about the limitations of the research, as follows:
1. All factors need to be identified whenever evaluating a potential partner’s ranking
on these scales. The scales can provide a full and quantifiable analysis model that
can provide a more precise calculation of results.
2. The mega project and turn-key project are the targeted projects for the partnering
organization in the region studied.
3. When other construction firms wish to enter the Chinese market after adapting
this research’s findings, the factor of cultural differences needs to be taken into
account; consequently, the strategy needs to be modified accordingly.
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The construction market in East Asia is opening significantly through regional trade
cooperation. Thus, there are some possible practical implications for regional trade cooperation in the worldwide construct industry. The practical implications are as follows:
1. The entering firm faces the barrier of insufficient information regarding entering
an unfamiliar market. Importantly, however, firms can refer to the factors of this
study when developing or adjusting operational strategies that take into account
inherent barriers of the host contractor market. The adjusted operating strategy will
create additional value in the international PR.
2. The critical factors listed can also serve as input variables within a partnering
selection model. Such a model can expand research into partner selection by incorporating statistical, neural-network, fuzzy, and other prediction-related methodologies. By following the framework of the partner selection model and historical data
of the international PR, both sides of the potential international PR can rationally
select a suitable foreign partner.
3. The terms of the contract for cooperation can be calibrated by critical factors of
this study to clearly define important obligations of each international partner. On
a case-by-case basis, the partnering contract will eliminate poor communication
stemming from cultural differences.
4. The host contractors’ expectations for the potential partner are shaped by their operating risk. Therefore, the entering firm can utilize the critical factors to sharpen
its focus on the main risks of foreign market. The process of risk identification
can efficiently promote the competition of partnering organization, and reduce the
market entry barriers.
In sum, the entering firm can refer to the details of the BSC-based algorithm to investigate the operating requirements of the desired target market. The findings retrieved from
this research can be useful reference for developing optimal market entry strategies,
stipulating comprehensive contracts, and handling efficient risk management to promote
the success of international cooperation.
The regional trade cooperation is a popular trend of world trading and construction
industry. The trade mode develops many opportunities, challenges and risk for the construction firms which plan to enter foreign markets. Through the foregoing description,
the authors indicate that the construction industry can utilize the BSC-based evaluating
algorithm to comprehensively examine and adjust the operating strategic for challengeable and changeable requirement of foreign market. According suitable PR, a ccompetitive construction firm can rapidly emphasize performance of the custom service and the
operation by effective responding ability, stable financial management and technology
complement. It makes the cooperation more profitable and risk reduction. Furthermore,
BSC has been verified as a proper evaluating framework for the operating requirements
of ordinary construction firms. However, the modified localize strategic will create value
of the entering firm for host construction industry that result of the research is refereed
for development of glocalize strategic.
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